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In many countries the use of water is increasingly restricted
by its quality.
~

The improvement and. control of water quality in

water body can be achieveq

~¥

fegulation of

rial and a9r~cultural waste discharges.

municip~l, +~q9~t

Waste tr~atm~nt t~Ch.7

niques by chemical anq biologica+ processes

a~e h~ghly

developed,

and while it is technically possible to approach "zero discharge"
of wastes from point sources, in most cases it is neither necessary
nor economically feasible.

The important management decisions

i~

water quality control relate to determining the degree and level
of waste treatment that is consistent with the multiple uses of
natural and man-made water bodies.

This implies the ability to

forecast or predict the response of the' waste-receiving water to
future investments in waste treatment facilities.

Therefore, the

planning of regional development and the management of water
resources systems requires an analysis of the interaction of

waste discharges with the hydrophysical and ecological processes
taking, place in the aquatic environment.
The organization of

a~

IIASA workshop on Mathematical

Modelling of Water Quality thus fulfilled two objectives:

it

provided an opportunity for intensive discussion of future research
needs in 'developing hydrophysical and ecological models for
water quality; and it allowed some assessment of the present state
of scientific knowledge in this, subject area.

It was hoped in

particular that the workshop would promote the establishment of
a collaborative international network of research groups interested
in the advancement of water quality modelling.
As a basis for discussion it was suggested that the workshop
participants might focus their attention on a number of key issues,
for example:
o the modelling of eutrophication in water bodies with
significant non-point nutrient loading, i.e. agricultural
~unoff;

o the impact of toxic pollutants on aquatic ecosystems;
o problems of model dimensionality and complexity;
o the relationship between models and the objectives for
model application;
o consideration of stochastic phenomena in

w~ter

quality

modelling;
o

interfaci~g

the models with planning and

managemept~

oriented studies.
All of these topics, among others, can be found in this report on
the proceedings of the workshop.
Moreover, it will be evident to the reader that the workshop participants offered many suggestions for future possible
directions of the Institute's involvement in water quality modelling activities.

We are indeed gratified by this encouraging

response and we look forward to a continuing fruitful collaboration
and exchange of ideas.

PREFACE
The current Task 2 of IIASA's Resources and Environment
Area (REN)--"Modcls for Environmental Quality Control and
Management"--i~

concerned with hydrophysical and ecological

models for water quality. T~e ~~rhaStS :~n t~i~ W~f~is- fOf,
the present focused upo~ ide~tif¥ing, deve~opin~~ a~d aomm~ni
eating the state-of-the-art" in water quality modeling.
In
September, 1977, a Workshop on Mathematical'Modeling of Water
Quality was therefore organized ~s oneo~ the initiat 9ctivtties
of Task 2. This paper is a summary report of that Workshop; it
is not an edited collection of formally presented papers.
The principal objective of the Workshop was to obtain a
comprehensive picture of trends and ongoing studies in the
broad field of mathematical modeling of water quality.

In this

sense the Workshop complements Task 2's (REN) state-of-the-art
survey which aims both to clarify the capabilities of water
quality models, especially as they will eventually relate to
management applications, and to accelerate the transfer of
existing modeling technologies.
This report on the Workshop proceedings attempts to capture
the essence of the key themes emerging from the discussion.

It

also shows how these themes are related to the future directions
of IIASA's studies in water quality modeling.
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SU~RY

This report is intended to summarize the proceedings of an
IIASA Workshop on Water Quality Modelling 'held at Laxenburg
during September 13-16, 1977.
initial activity within
Environmental

Qual~~y

The Norkshop was helq as an

IIASA'~

Control

research Task on Models for

an~

Management.

In convening the Workshop participants were invited to
express their views on the current state of mathematical
modelling of water quality.

They were also encouraged to

speculate on future directions for the subject and to make
recommendations for the ways in which such research could be
organized in collaboration with IIASA.~he report on the
Workshop divides broadly into two main sections:

the 'first

deals with key themes and salient problems of water quality
modelling; the second reproduced the concluding statements of
nine ad hoc Working Groups established during the Workshop.
These Working Groups considered a number of specific areas
such as, for example, deep lakes and reservoirs, impact of
toxic pollutants, systems methods in Model Development and
analysis, and so forth.
An intermediate section of the report looks briefly at
future perspectives in water quality modelling, and in the
final section particular reference is made to the Institute's
plans for water quality model development and application in
example case studies.

v

ABSTRACT
A summary report on the proceedings of a Workshop on
Mathematical Modeling of Water Quality is presented.

A

number of key themes from the Workshop discussion are
reported; themes which deal with the specific details of,
for instance, the modeling of temperature profiles and
eutrophication, and themes which are concerned with more
general techniques of model development and the application of systems analysis.

The concluding statements of

several ad hoc working groups from the Workshop are
included.

These statements refer primarily to water

quality modeling ,research in"the context of collaboration
with and through the medium of IIASA.

A selected biblio-

graphy is provided for a small number 'of the informal
presentations of Workshop participants.

Among other

clusions, the following deserve special mention:

con~

the need

for a better understanding of sediment/water 'column interactions in both estuarine and shallow lake systems; the
'problem of model verification and the constraints of field
data; and the

r~quirements

for comparative .studies and

critical appraisal of already existing models by reference
to well-documented case studies.
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Mathematical Modeling of Water Quality
A report on the proceedings of a Workshop held at
Laxenburg between 13th and 16th September 1977

1.

INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes some of the key points of the dis-

cussion from the Workshop on Mathemqtical

~odeling

of Water Qual-

ity, which was held at Laxenburg during 13-16 September 1977.

The

principal reason for convening the Workshop was to obtain a comprehensive picture of trends and ongoing studies in the broad
field of mathematical modeling of water quality.

It was intended

that such a picture would be instrumental in clarifying, to some
extent, future directions for IIASA's research Task on "Hydrophysical and Ecological Models for Water Quality".

Further, it

was hoped that, with the assistance of the Workshop participants,
suggestions could be solicited for ways in which collaborative
working groups (external to IIASA) might be established as complements of the Institute's in-house research activities.

The

Workshop was, therefore, very much in the mould of a planning
workshop •. This report on the proceedings is accordingly a reflection of the conclusions from discussion groups - it is not
an edited collection of formally presented papers.
An,agenda for the Workshop and a list of participants are
given respectively in Appendixes 1 and 2.

Our report here starts

with an editorial view of some of the salient features of the
informal presentations at the Workshop.

The intention is that

such a summary will capture those aspects of water quality modeling that the participants considered either controversial or
critical to future progress of the subject.

In section 3 we have

attempted briefly to summarize some possible future perspectives
for water quality modeling.

These are statements which, though

they draw upon the discussion of Workshop as reported in
2, are essentially independent in their outlook.

~ection

From the Agenda

-
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(Appendix 1) it will be noted that one afternoon of the'Workshop
program was devoted to informal discussion.

Nine ad hoc Working

Groups were established and their concluding reports are reproduced
in section 4.

Finally, section 5 presents our account of how var-

ious themes emerging from the Worksh9p are being incorporated into
the Institute's research
of water

q~a+i~y
,

'

plan~

for the

dcve~opmept

and application

models.

WATER QUALITY MODELING -, SOME SALIENT PROBLEMS

2.

From the outset it

s~ould

be admitted that while the

wqr~sh~R

was very broad, it did not embrace all aspects of the development
and

app~ication

of water quality models.

For instance, it is fair

to say that evidence of work in marine systems was particularly
weakly represented at the Workshop.

This distillation of the cur-

rent status and salient problems of water quality modeling is
ganized along the following lines.

or~

Where possible, general themes

recurring in one or more of the informal presentations are listed
in section 2.1; due reference is given to those presentations
that dealt with each theme.

(We have, in fact, selected for dis-

cussion those presentations which were not intended primarily as
statements from the member organizations of IIASA.)

Subsequent

subsections deal respectively with the approximate division of
the detailed technical proceedings into "overview" papers (2.2),
reports on the modeling of water quality in rivers and estuaries
(2.3), thermal discharge problems (2.4), and lake systems (2.5).
In

some,~nstances,

principally sections 2.4 and 2.5, further dis-

cussion of the same or similar topics has been reported for the
November (1977) Workshop on Models for Waste Heat Management in
Rivers (Harleman, 1977), and for the December (1977) Workshop on
Geophysical and Ecological Modeling of Deep Lakes and Reservoirs
(J¢rgensen and Harleman, 1978).

Both Workshops originated as

proposals from the ad hoc Working Groups (see sections 4.1 and
4.5).
A selected bibliography of literature supporting some of the
~.

~s2ntations

is given in APPClldix 3; Appendix 4 provides soma

d(){initions of terminology in water

qu~ljty mo~cling.

-
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General Themes
In so much as it is possible to classify and separate themes,

the following can be identified and listed approximately in the
order of the modeling

procedure'~tself

to principal speakers

~nd

Models and modeling

(names in parenthese refer·

discussapts) :
objective~

-

(Orlob,

Bec~r

~h~teheaq)

This issue makes the specific point that the nature of the model
should match the nature of the problem and the intended application of the model; it is, therefore,
a diptinctly
different stand,
'
.

point from tpe

vie~

that

a

ge~eral

model pap pe qevelopeq

fo~

solving, in general, any given problem.
Distributed - or lumped-parameter models (aggregation) (Orlob, Bierman, Rinaldi, Thomann).

There are several different

aspects of the choice between distributed-parameter and lumpedparameter models:
o

There is the questionable reliability of increasi.ng model
complexity to 2- and 3-dimenslonal spatial representations
in view of severe data-base restrictions for verification
(Orlob, Bierman).

o. The improvement in model performance for more highly
aggregated
representations,
i.e., large spatial segments,
.
.
for simulation of lake-wide or basin-wide responses; in
other words, averaging field observation's over large areas
increases the ability to perceive deterministic (as opposed
to random) patterns of behavior (Thomann).
o

The systematic aggregation of model compartments, or
state variables, for the reduction of model order (Rinaldi).

Parameter estimation and sensitivity analysis (Harleman,
Whitehead, Rinaldi, J¢rgensen). The arguments here centered upon
two problems, the first being a dilemma:
o

Should we substitute laboratory chemostat-determined rate
constants into models of the field system, with the assumption that the chemos tat environment parallels the field

-

situation?

4 -

Or should we determine parameter values from

the in situ field data, with the risk of hidden identifiability problems whereby unique values for

param~ters

cannot be estimated? (Harleman, Whitehead).
o

An analysis of the sensitivity of the model responses
anq predictions to uncertainties in the parameter values
J

(Rinaldi, J¢rsensen).
The determination of sufficient model complexity -

(Harleman,

J¢rgensen, Thomann, Grenney, Bierman, Whitehead, Orlob, Beck).
Of all the matters raised at the Workshop this, with the benefit
of hindsight, seems to have been the problem that attracted most
attention.

A determination of sufficient model complexity enters

the modeling process at two stages:
o

During the initial phases, where the analyst must choose
a certain level of model complexity before attempting to
verify this a priori model against field data (Grenney,
Bierman) - for example, one may choose to neglect benthic
demand for oxygen, or one may choose to differentiate
between species of phytoplankton.

o

During the final phases, where the analyst must decide
whether his model has been verified and has sufficient
complexity for its intended application (Harleman,
J¢rgensen) .

Although there was not necessarily any consensus of opinion,
some of the participants felt that in spite of all attempts to
the contrary, these two choices are essentially subjective
Grenney, Bierman).

(Bec~,

Between the a priori and a posteriori models

there may be:
o

A gradual increase in model complexity, whereby additional
complexity is included only if a simpler model is demonstrably inadequate as a formal representation of the behavior observed in the field data (Whitehead, Beck)

~

This last attitude is consistent with another view that:

-

o
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The complexity of the ecological part of the model should
,be built upwards from the stronger a priori foundations
of the hydrodynamical part of the model - a view which
implies confidence in the understanding of the hydrodynamical properties of the given water body (Orlob, Harleman).

And yet while we might expect

"progre~s"

to mean increasing

sophistication, there was a very strong plea that:
o

Model complexity should be reduced, not simply for reasons
of computational economy, but primarily for reasoqs of
preserving the ability to

compre~erd

model forecasts

(Thomann) .
Model verification and validation. Thomann).

(Rinaldi, J¢rgensen, Beck,

In addition to the above, Thomann's second key comment

concerned the requirement for more detailed verification of existing water quality models.

Others echoed this sentiment and it

will become evident from the concluding statements of the ad hoc
Working Groups that it is generally thought desirable to see different models verified and compared against the same field data
set.
Models for management applications Rinaldi, Thomann).

(Stehfest, Harleman,

The discussion was not limited by the title

of the Workshop and the following subsections will mention in
passing a considerable variety ?f model applications to the solution of management problems.

There was, nevertheless, some debate

over the justification for accepting the applied results if the
prior verification of the model cannot be demonstrated (Stehfest,
Thomann) .
2.2

Surveys and Critical Reviews
G. T. Orlob:
"State-of-the-Art Revie\'! of Ma thema tical Modeling
of Surface Water Impoundments"
This is both an appropriate speaker and topic with which to

commence the proceedings; Professor Orlob is Chairroan of" IIASA's
Task Group on the State-of-the-Art Survey of Water Qualit.y Modeling

- 6 -

- a list of the Task Group Members is given in Appendix 5.

The

general objective of the Survey Task is:
to enhance the transfer of scientific and technological
information on mathematical modeling between researchers/
developers, on the one hand, and potential users on the
other.
Among the reasons for initiating such a task Orlob notes a desire
to avoid duplication of effort in modeling; and he observes further that, in his experiende, models appearing in the refereed
literature frequently do not prove to be either the most useful
models or the models best documented or most easily transferable
from one case study to another.

Thus, because reports and doc-

umentation on the more useful models tend to receive only limited
circulation among the profession, IIASA would seem to be well
placed to act as a clearing house, or central registry, for such
information.
rrom a review of the current models for water quality in lakes
and reservoirs two weaknesses in particular can be identified:
o

The lack of adequate characterisations of

sediment/wate~

column interaction - clearly in shallow lakes the exchange

of nutricnts between the benthos,and water column, the
resuspension of sediments, and matters pertaining to the
recirculation of phosphorus, are important factors.
o

The

"pri~itive"

.

state of 2- and 3- spatial dimension models

as attempts at describing the extremely complex hydrodynamic circulation mechanisms in large impoundments.
The one-dimensional models for temperature profiles in small
reservoirs, developed principally by Harleman and Orlob and their
co-workers during the 196C's, are the models now receiving the
widest application in the solution of management problems.

(These

management problems are frequently conccrned with selective reservoir withdrawal policies

a~d

with the

tion on downstream water quality.)

imp~ct

of reservoir construc-

The application of the models

is, however, restricted in the sense that they deal with reservoirs
hav~n\j

large detention times with a tendency to become strongly

- 7 -

stratified..

Despite this restriction, such models have formed

the platform for extensions into the field of water quality/ecology
modeling - and a natural progression in complexity - so that at
present we are facing the fundamental problem of whether a sufficiently comprehensive data base can be found to verify the twoand three-dimensional model forms.
of data

co~lection,

with respect to the

hi~h

cost

and some perhaps remarkable fi9ures are quoted

later in section 2.5, the question arises as to whether models
can themselves be used to define economic data collection programs.
This indeed they can, especially in terms of desired sampling
frequency and experiment duration; the unfortunate fact, however,
is that a good experimental design is strongly dependent upon a
good a priori knowledge (model) of the system's behavior.
S. Rinaldi:
Quality"

"An Overview of Modeling and Control of River

Professor Rinaldi introduced his presentation by remarking
that he and his colleagues have approached xhe subject of the
Workshop with a perspective that is rather different from that
of Orlob.

A major objective of his group's work has been to

assess the usefulness of control and systems theory applications
in the modeling and management of river water quality.

As one

of the first of several subsequently suggested modeling procedures,
Rinaldi identifies
o

~hree

basic steps:

Conceptualizing the problem - wherein "reality" is idealized as a set of simple conceptual models, such as, for
example, tanks in series and in parallel, as in a conceptual hydrological model.

o

Parameter estimation determination of model
the qualification that
ted from in situ field

a step which follows the correct
structure - to which must be added
I

parameter values are to be estimadata and that estimation of more

than about ten different parameter values simultaneously
is an almost intractable problem.

-8 -

o

Model validation - a step rarely attempted either because
of insufficient independent data sets or because models
so rarely perform adequately other than with the data for
which they have been verified.

On the intractability of parameter estimation in large, complex
models the existence of systematic methods of model

ag~regqtion

-

what we might also call model-order reduction techniques - should
be noted.

Such techniques permit a sensible treatment of the

parameter estimation problem given fewer par~meters to be evaluated.
This desire for simpler models implies, in the case of inland river
systems, the use of models which are in lumped-parameter, ordinary
differential equation forms.

Models of this kind facilitate the

application, inter alia, of recursive parameter estimation, state
estimation, and state reconstruction algorithms - all topics which
are familiar to the control engineer but perhaps unfamiliar to
the water resources engineer or sanitary engineer.

Lumped-parameter

models also allow a consideration of such management problems as
the optimal allocation of wastewater treatment and in-stream aeration facilities, and on-line (or real-time) control of water quality.
The reason why this is so is because the vast majority of control
system synthesis procedures are designed for process models which
have time (or some transform thereof) as the single independent
variable ..
The distinctive theme of Rinaldi's presentation is, then, one
of seeking rather simple models, but not oversimplifications, which
are strongly coupled to the application of the model in resolving
issues of management and decision-making.
R.V. Thomann "The Need for New Directions in Water Quality
Modeling: The Hazardous Substances Example"
Here the "need for new directions"

is interpreted by Professor

Thomann in two ways:
o

The requirement for more detailed verification of already
existing models.

o

The need to begin to reduce the complexity of models.

- 9 -

To illustrate the first point the historical development of compartmental models for lakes and estuaries may be sketched.

An

earlier model for phytoplankton in the Potomac estuary divided
the estuary into 23 segments giving a total of approximately 200
simultaneous, nonlinear differential equations to be solved.

That

number of equations represents merely the biogeochemical portion
of the simulation and qoes not include any
hydrodynamica! and mixing. properties.

~odeling

~stuary's

of the

By the late 1960's/early.
.

1970's, with the transition to the study of lake systems, carne
the development of a model for Lake Ontario which contains some
700 equations.

Hence there seems, in princip!e, po !imit

to the number of ecological compartments

eit~er

ot tne number of spatial

segments that can be accounted for in a model.

.

.

I

The only restraint

on further increases in model complexity, according to Thomann, is
the quite fundamental matter of being able to comprehend the information generated by the model:

imagine plotting the yearly

variations of ten variables at 67 spatial locations.

An analysis

of the statistics for verification studies of the model yield the
following result:

that only by aggregation and reduction in the

order of the a priori model (700 equations) can a figure of "50%
verification« be increased to a figure of between «SO% and 90%
verification«.
For the hazardous substances example, in which again the role
of sediment behavior is identified as particularly important
(compare with Orlob), the size of the model can expand very rapidly.
Apart from the ever smaller discrete elements into which the spatial (and temporal) continuum is divided, the size of the model
is also governed by more and more precise (species-specific) ecological compartments.

It is the converse of this latter that

brings us to Thomann's appealing concept of an ecological continuum.
In other words, by introducing a further independent variable, say
trophic length, where this term means the physical length of an
organism, instead of further

(time, space) dependent compartmental

variables, there is the potential for significantly reducinc] model
complexity.

Each compartment of an ecological model represents,

as it were, a discrete segment of the ecological continuum;

-
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and trophic length, the independent variable, is interpreted as
that continuum with minimum and maximum bounds given approximately
by small particles and large fish respectively.
The central debate of Thomann's proposal hinges primarily
upon some evaluation of the functional forms of a food-chain
transfer velocity.

That is to say, at what rates are tpe hazard-

ous substances transferred from one point in the trophic length
to another, and how are these rates expressed as functions of
trophic length?

A secondary debate follows from questions on the

matter of field data for model verification and on the extensive
data which would probably be required as input information for
the model as a predictive planning tool.
missible levels of

hazardous

Since standards on per-

substance concentrations are about

to be made more stringent - the striped bass in Lake Ontario are
already excluded from commercial fishing - any insights afforded
by the model on concentration in the ecological food chain are
nevertheless likely to be of considerable importance in a management context.
2.3

Rivers and Estuaries
M.B. Beck:
"Mathematical Modeling of Water Quality:
Study in the U.K."

A Case

The purpose of the case study (the River Cam in eastern England) in this instance is that it illustrates a certain viewpoint
on the modeling process.

But first let us say that the modeling

process can be separated into the following (compare with Rinaldi,
section 2.2):
o

Design and implementation of specialised

o

Cholce of a priori model

o

Model structure identification

o

Parameter estimation

o

Verification

o

Validation

experimcnt~tion

-
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If the problem of organizing a sui table field data bas'e has
been overcome, it is argued that model structure identification
remains a fundamental technical problem.

Model structure iden-

tification partly concerns the choice of the number of state
variables in the model, and it is also concerned with identifying
the co+rect form of the mathematical expressions in the state
equations.

Now, the view adopteq is that moqe+ stfucture iden-

tification can be interpreted as a procedure of repeated hypothesis testing and decision making.

There are two points about

this view which are of some importance:

firstly, it reinforces

the notion that modeling is to some extent subjective - it depends
on the analyst's decision to accept or reject a hypothesis . (model) ;
secondly, it emphasises the fact that the ultimate problem of
modeling is the generation of a subsequent hypothesis given that
the present hypothesis is inadequate.
The example of the Cam shows how a simple a priori water
quality model, based essentially upon the assumptions of Streter
and Phelps, evolves within the above framework into a rather
more complex model for the dynamic interaction of an algal population with the rj.ver's biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and
dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations.

In cpntrast to the author's

strong reservations about further increases in model complexity,
especially when the problem is circumscribed by the high level
of uncertainty and inaccuracy in the field data base, a major
Qriticism of the a posteriori model has been its lack of sophistication.
H. Stehfest:
Quality"

"Systems Analysis Studies on the Rhine River

Continuing along a similar theme, Stehfest addressed the
question of whether one should use a complex or a simple model
in an applied management context.

For the case of the River

Rhine it is found that the performance of a 6 compartment ecological model is marginally better than a Streeter-Phelps model
ill its

predictio~s

of

ste~dy-st~te

spatial profiles of material

l"lj"1I.:C'ntrations in f.:he German section of the river.

Such

r)

-
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marginal difference is not a justification in itself for the
exclusive use of the ecological model in the design of, say, a
sanitation program for the Rhine.

How sensitive, then, is any

investment decision to the choice between alternative models as
(conflicting) predictive tools of future conditions?
Whereas Stehfest chose to tackle a specifically managementoriented problem, it was the technical details of his modeling
approach that attracted most argument.

Since the said management

pr?blem focuses upon the regulation of levels of in-stream oxygendemanding matter, it is necessary to explain why nitrification and
bottom sediments are not included in either model as sinks of
oxygen.

The explanation is that trace pollutants substantially

inhibit the development of nitrifying organisms and that the velocity of river flow rarely permits significant formation of bottom deposits.

The counter to the explanation is that, although

substantial nitrification may not be a current problem, it might
possibly become one depending upon the particular combination
(or sequence) of treatment plants specified by the design sanitation program.

For instance, the installation of a partially

nitrifying plant, whose discharge would "seed"

the river with

nitrifiers, upstream of an ammonia-rich discharge which receives
no secondary biological treatment, may
genating conditions in the river.

c~eate

potentially deoxy-

If this kind of future possi-

I

bility exists, then a consideration of nitrification (as an exam?le) should be included in the model, even though we may recognize that such a part of the model cannot be verified against
historical data.
D.R.F. Harleman:
in Estuaries"

"A Real-time Moc1.el of the

Nitro~~_n

Cycle'

The first of Professor Harleman's two presentations, which
in fact preceded the presentation of Stehfest,. deals with a subject
closely allied with the problem mentioned above.

Harleman vie'vs

the role of the predictive water quality model as one of supplying
info~:-:-,'ation

Lc"

)J\:;

to decisio:l

ma":er~:;

on t.hc'

l'ypr.'

and ocqrr.'C' of 1:r:'L,tmcnt.

provided. for waste discharges to rccciv:in9 vFltcr bodiJ'!,.

-
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Yet while this design problem has been traditionally based on
the concept of DO-BOD interaction, it is now widely acknowledged
that decisions regarding secondary and tertiary treatment processes
require a

~ather

broader interpretation of water quality.

In

particular, there is concern for the removal of not only oxygendemanding matter, but also for the removal of nutrients such as
nitrogen, phosphorus and carbon.

The focus of attentiop on

th~

nitrogen c¥cle signifies the general agreement that in a majori,ty
of river and estuarine situations, nitrogen is the rate-limiting
nutrient for phytoplankton growth.

As example applications a

model of an estuary with idealised (constant) geometry and two
wastewater discharges, and a model for an analagous situation on
the Potomac estuary were quoted.
The following are three of Harleman's conclusions:
o

The equivaLence between modeLs and parameter vaLues for
Laboratory chemostat experiments and the fieLd situation although the assumption of equivalence may provide valuable
insights and orders-of-magnitude estimates for the multiplicity of parameters, the validity of the

assl~ption

is

still illusive and difficult to prove.
o

Ccupling the biochemistry with the correct hydrodynamicaL
modeL - an averaged form of the system's hydrodynamics
should not be substituted into an essentially biochemical
model; if any averaging is required then it should be
carried out in an a posteriori fashion on the output of
a combined hydrodynamical/biochemical model for water
quality.

o

FieLd data colLection ~s a most criticaL probLem - given
limited" financial support and facilities it is better, at
least for an estuarine system, to channel efforts in the
direction of measuring temporal variations at a few field
spatial locations, than to

~ttempt

boat cruises which cover

a large number of spatial locations for very short periods
of time.

-

2.4
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Hydrothermal ,Problems and waste Heat Discharges
D.R.F. Harleman:
"Hydrothermal Studies on Reservoirs Used
for Power Station Cooling"
We can perhaps draw upon the first of Harleman's three

earli~r

conclusions (section 2.3) to introduce this his second presentation.

The essence of the modeling approach adopted is that a

physical laboratory model of the reservoir is constructed and by
reference to this physical model a mathematical model is developed.
The resulting mathematical model is then evaluated with field data
from the actual reservoir.

The objective for the application of

the model, specifically a model for Lake Anna in Virginia, is to
predict vertical temperature profiles and to assess the effectiveness of the reservoir as a cooling pond.

The given basis for

verification is three year's of field data describing conditions
prior to the sequential installation of four 1100 megawatt units
of electrical capacity.
The analysis of the laboratory reservoir model reveals two
salient features:

that for reservoirs with an appreciable inflow

and outflow (small cl.etention times) temperature profiles are relatively insensitive to vertical diffusion; and that since surface
temperatures are also insensitive to assumptions about vertical
diffusivity, it makes little sense to test vertical diffusion
models on the basis of surface temperature data.

In the case of

Lake Anna, which has low inflows and outflows, the surface temperature behavior can be adequately modeled by incorporating an
algorithm for the simulation of wind-mixing effects, thus relaxing the sensitivity of the model to assumptions about constant
or variable vertical diffusion coefficients.
The solution of the wast heat munagement problem, which
itself involves further development of some basic thermal circulation moJels, suggests that a small isolated (or nearly isolated)

"hot pond'! section of the reservoir can effect the major

portion of the heat dissipation without undue elevation of the
i.

ld reservoir temperatures.

-
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O. Vasiliev:
IlNumerical Models for Hydrothermal Analysis
of water Bodies ll
One of the primary purposes of Professor Vasiliev's presentation was to review the developments leading to current investigations of three- and two-dimensional models for analysis of the
hydrothermal behavior of water bodies.

In this Vasiliev paid

particular attention to the contributions of the Institute of
Hydrodynamics in Novosibirsk on the prediction of hydrodynamic~l
and temperatural phenomena in cooling water

bodie~.

For many practical applications there has been, and continues
to be, a widespread use of (physical) laboratory hydraulic models
(compare with Harleman) for examination both of the water body
to be.used as a cooling pond and of the more detailed behavior to
be expected in the vicinity of intake and outlet structures.
rhere are, however, certain notable 'limitations on such models:
they do not simulate fully all the

inte~actions

of the hydro-

dynamical and hydrothermal processes; and they cannot take into
account the effects of wind action on the water body, which
determine the two important features of free surface evaporation
rates and convective heat exchange through the surface.
A three-dimensional transient (mathematical) model is thus
proposed for the characterization of unsteady hydrothermal processes wherein stratification is described via a Boussinesq approximation.

One variant of the model includes

bulent exchange and the other does not.

~orizontal

tur-

The representation of

salinity variations, and their effects on the density
may be adjoined to the basic model if necessary.

di~tribution,

The coefficients

of turbulent exchange are determined by using· the turbuience energy
balance equation.

The problem is numerically solved by the method

of fractional steps with the aid of an implicit difference scheme.
A method of numerical realization of the latter variant was,
briefly described and some results of practical computations for
cooling water bodies were reported.
There are possibilities for reducing the three-dimensional
model to a
UL

two-~imensional

width-averaging.

approximation either by depth averaging

Preliminary results are available for the

a?pJication of such an approximate three-dimensional model to the
Ekil,astuz No. 1 Thermal Power Plant cooling res0rvoir, in Ka7ahstan
r~S~:R),

for the

pr~dictiQn

nf

v~locity

2nd

tcmpcrnt~r0 ~i~tributjnns.

-
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"Studies in France on Water Quality Modeling"

The guiding princiiples of the water quality modeling studies
reported by Jacquet are those concerned with the siting of power
plants and with evaluating the effects of temperature changes on
a.n ecosystem,

A major objective is

~o

predict, as in Harleman's

I

second presentqtion~ the q~ff~f~nc~~ in behavior b~twe~p th~
natufal and tpe man~m6~ifted ~Ys~e~. To meet this 0Ajep~ivef
models have been developed for prediction of both the near-field
and far-field temperature distributions which result from a waste

An aqditional desirable fu~ct~or of the~e models
is the capability of predicting statistical distribution~ pf tem-

heat discharge.
peratures.

l

•

I

,

In other words, given historical distributions and

sequences of hydrometeorological data, the models are employed
to generate time-series of stream temperature in much the same
way as hydrologists have been concerned with stream flow forecasting.

Both the Seine and Rhone rivers are examples of where

this latter kind of modeling has been applied.

A more intensive investigation of water/atmosphere exchanges
and the

developme~t

has been initiated.

of

thermocl~nes

and reservoir stratification

By a fortuitous

circums~ance

a lake formed

in an extinct volcano - and therefore the lake has no watershed
provided an excellent experimental facility for these purposes.
Elsewhere water quality modeling activities are being extended
from the basis of temperature models to a consideration of dissoived oxygen models, with special reference to the impact of
artifically elevated stream temperatures on increased photosynthetic production.

This line of approach thus reflects the his-

toric'al progression of water quality

~odels

reviewed by Orlob

(see section 2.2).
2.5

Lakes and Reservoirs
S.E. J¢rgensen:

"Water Quality Modeling of Lakes"

In this· presentation Dr. J¢rgensen offered the third, and
perh~ps

most detailed strategy for water quality modeling (compare

-
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with Rinaldi, section 2.2, and Beck, section 2.3}.

This strategy

for modeling is composed of the following, steps:
o

Definition of the goal for model development and application.

o

Selection of the state variables

o

Development of

o

Development of system state equations

o

Parameter sensitivity analysis

o

Calibration of model with field data

o

Validation of model with a second and further

conceptu~l

flow diagrams

~ndependent

set(s) of fieid data.
The key question to be addressed is one of determining a
"sufficient" complexity of the model which meets the stated goal
for model application.

Broadly speaking, the term "complexity"

is interpreted as the number of state variables and the "goal"
is specified as the response of the ecological system, e.g.,
phytoplankton growths, to a change in nutrient input ,loadings.
,

I

In order to confer a quantitative value'on the notion of sufficient
complexity, the concept of ecological buffer capacity is introduced.
We can intuitively relate such a concept to the stated goal of the
modeling exercise,'and formally ecological buffer capac~ty can be
express~d

system.

and computed in terms of the exergy of the ecological

In fact it is more precise to say that exergy, the mech-

anical energy equivalent of distance from thermodynamic equilibrium,
is found to be correlated with ecological buffer capacity.

The

contribution of each state variable to the total exergy is calculated from give'n field observations and selection may be made
between those variables which make a significant contribution
and those which do not.

For example, this kind of analysis of

a eutrophication model yields the conclusions that sediment is
significant but the division of zooplankton into two classes is
not significant.

Notice here, however, that the analyst is once

again involved in a subjective judgment on the required level of
model complexity:
not significant.

he must make

a

decision on what is and what is

-
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P.G. Whitehead:
"Designing the Model to Suit the
of the Problem and the Field Data"

~ature

Dr. Whitehead's discussion focused upon two Australian case
studies:
o

The modeling pnd

~anagement

of estuarine

s¥~temq

- Western

Port Bay, Victoria.
o

Analysis of effluent disposal and entrophication problems
in the Murrumbidgee - Burrinjuck Lake System, Canberra.

The title of whitehead's presentation is an adequate statement of
his attitude to water quaiity modeling.

The question of sufficient

complexity of the model is clearly related to-:the objective for
model application:
simpl

otherwise, from the basis of an essentially

a priori model, the approach is to increase model complex-

ity only when additional dominant modes of. behavior can be identified from the given field data.

An important feature of this

approach is its recognition of the difficulties of distinguishing
"deterministic" properties of the system from the sUbstantial
uncertainty in the observed system behavior.
As an illustration of the fundamental relationship between
models and modeling objectives the western Port Bay Study demonstrates a certain inconsistency.

A simple steady-state water

quality model for the inland catchment area, which would describe
generally the long-term effects of urban and industrial development, was connected to a three-dimensional dynamic water quality
model for the bay.

The considerable computational effort

of solving the latter does not appear to be justified either iry
terms of the study's objectives, that is to determine average,
long-term impacts of development, or in terrrlS of the input information originating from the steady-state catchment water quality
model.

In this case a better alternative formulation, according

to Whitehead, is the development of a highly aggregated, lumpedparameter, input/output model for salinity distribution in the
estuary/bay area.

~
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The mention of an input/output model and its usual association with black box models raises the opportunity to point out a
cornmon tendency for misunderstanding.

A black box model of

system behavior d?es not necessarily imply a completely stochastic model for there is as much determinism about the relationship

bet~een
~n

response

,

criptive,

?f

a

measureq
blac~

(~nput)

qistprbance and measureq

box model as

mechanistic model.

tp~re
'

,

'.o~t~ut)

is in an inte+nally

de~"

~qually

so, an

int~rnally qe~~

criptive model should not preclude some account of the random
processes which are inevitablr a paft

pf qny

system'~ p~havior.

V.J. Bierman:
"Comments on Water Qua~ity Modeling:
Bay, Lake Huron, as an Example Study"

Saginaw

The emphasis in Bierman's presentation is underlined in two
conclusions:
o

That close cooperation is necessary between modelers and
experimentalists.

o

And that data requirements place a practical upper limit
on the complexity of water quality models.

Perhaps "data requirements" in this second point may be interpreted as financial requirements:

during the period 1974-76,

more than 250,000 data points were obtained from Saginaw Bay at
a cost of

approxima~ely

one million dollars.

A single segment model for the inner portion of Saginaw
Bay differentiates the representation of the Bay's ecological
system into 5 phytoplankton types, 2 zooplankton types, higher
predators, and the three nutrients, phosphorus, nitrogen, and
silicon.

Two of the primary reasons for choosing this level of

(a priori) complexity are that different classes of algae have
very different nutrient requirements and that not all of these
classes have the same nuisance-characteristics.

In the course

of testing the model against fieJd data interaction between experimental work and model evaluation occurred in a number of
forms.

-

o
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Since:conventionul chlorophyll measurements would not
provide adequate field data for model calibration, an
experim~ntal

program for measuring phytoplankton cell

volumes was initiated; this permits the resolution of
field data into the required categories of phytoplankton
species.
o

~ notably poor correspopdence between moqel response and

field measurements was identified a~ a consequence of
unrepresentative sampling occasioned by thick mats of,
,
blue-green algqe on the wate~ surfac~. '
'.

•

'!

l

.

•

o

I,

Sixteen laporatory chemostat

I .

:

I

'

experiment~ we~~

conducted

which explored phytoplankton growth-rate limitation as
cont~ol was progressively transferred from nitrogen to

phosphorus; this permits the acceptance of the hypothesis
that a

(single substrate) threshold growth kinetics func-

tion be employed in the lake model in preference to the
use of a

(multiple substrate) multiplicative growth kin-

etics function.
Two of the ab0ve points illustrate problems of a more general
character.

Firstly, note that verification of the model against

field observations must sometimes take account of the fact that
all elements of the model state vector, e.g., phytoplankton species,
are not linearly observed, or are only observed in an aggregative
fashion, e.g., by chlorophyll-a measurements.

And secondly, al-

though Bierman uses thi threshold growth hypothesis, he admits l
that the number of parameter values to be estimated in the model
will allow the multiplicative growth hypothesis to be suitably
fitted to the data.

In other words, the number of parameters

in a model are equivalent to the degrees of freedom available
for matching the model to the data.
As

~

final comment we may

rem~rk

that

(~

posteriori) the

differentiation between phytoplilllkton species is most important
for distinguishing; the behavior of diatoms from the behavior of
all other species.

-

3.
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVES IN WATER QUALITY MODELING
Is it possible then, to draw any conclusions about the "state-

of-the-art" in water quality modeling?

Since the title of the pre-

ceding section alludes only to salient problems, it might be assumed that the current status of the subject is
Qlems than one of solutions.
for the following reason.

mo~e

one of pro-

This is perhaps a misleading view

The present state of a subject can

only be properly judged on the basis of the historical development of that subject.

At the same time it

i~

necessary to judge

how the present will determine the likely future of water quality
modeling.

These are indeed difficult judgements to make.

The

history of water quality modeling is relatively easy to trace
within one particular scientific or engineering discipline, for
example, from the sanitary engineering viewpoint.

The difficulty,

however, is that besides a sanitary/public health engineering
background, the hist0ry of water quality modeling has been shaped
by almost quite separate and independent contributions from the
limnological, microbiological, ecological, and hydrological
sciences.

A part of the present problem, therefore, even in so

basic a matter as the rather confused terminology, is the multidisciplinary nature of water quality modeling which in some ways
has obscured the historical perspective.
Although we might still anticipate a unification of the subject's literature, a primary conflict for the future, as gauged
by this Workshop, may be one of reaching for accuracy through
further model complexity, yet striving for applicability through
simplification of already existing models.

The well-documented

case study would seem to be the most desirable kind of model
development exercise since it indicates that water quality modeling tends to be problem-oriented and thut some form of
t:al data collection program will be undertaken.

One

cxperjme~

mi~Jllt. ob~;crve

that hitherto field data in the form of time-series, and tbe aplication of techniques of time-series analysis and system identificntion have not heen a principal
~no(~cJ

ing.

~e2ture

of water quolity

It might further he expected that. future studi.es will
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concentrate on integrating water

qualit~

models

wit~

hydrological

models for rainfall-runoff/river flow predictioh as the application of models moves towards problems of
management.

~egional

river basin

In the past there has also been a distinct lack of

overlap between models describing those water quality characteristics which are affected by waste disposal and models describing
those water quality characteristics which affect the suitability
of river water for industrial, municipal, and domestic consumption.

A particularly good example of this is dissolved oxygen

concentration, so often quoted as the central index of water
quality with respect to the effects of effluent discharges, yet
a variable which is not in itself a vitally important characteristic in establishing whether river water is fit for human consumption.

~odels

which do not possess this required combination

of waste assimilation and public health

cons~derations

adequate in the sense that they do not allow the

are in-

probl~ms

and

opportunities of water re-use in a river basin to be properly
explored.
4.

REPORTS FROM THE AD HOC WORKING GROUPS
This section reproduces the concluding reports and recom-

mendations from the nine ad hoc working groups which appraised
water quality modeling activities under the following classifications:
(1)

Deep Lakes and Reservoirs

(2)

Shallow Lakes and Reservoirs

(3)

Application of Systems Analysis to Eutrophication
Problems of Rivers, Lakes, and Reservoirs.

(4)

River Systems

(5)

Hydrothermal Processes and Thermal Poll ution

(6)

Estuaries, Coastal Waters, and Inland Seas

(7)

Water Quality Planning and Management

(8 )

Impact of Toxic pollutants

(0)

Sr~;tems

Hethods in 1-1ode-1 Dcvelop:'ic'nt ,111l1

l~nalysis
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4.1

Deep Lakes and Reservoirs (G.T. Orlob)
During the discussion two major topics were treated:
o

Objectives of IIASA's program of in-house research for
the next several years, and

o

~opics

for discussion at a special IIASA workshop

on

~H¥drothermal Process pf Deep Lakes and Reservoirs"--

subsequently to be held qt IIASA in December, 1977
[see J¢rgensen and Harleman (1978)].
The setting up of possible task force groups was also
sidered.

con~

The results of these discussions are presented in the

form of tentative recommendations, as follows:
In-house Research at IIASA
Research related to modeling

~f

deep lakes and reservoirs

should emphasize the resolution of such problems as:
(a)

Identification of internal mixing processes ond estimation of mixing in terms of measurable in situ properties of the limnological system, e.g., temperature,
salinity, and suspended solids, affecting density or
velocities (water and wind) and water levels.

(b) . Effects of hydrodynamic behavior on biological (ecological) behavior, e.g., effects o( thermal stratification in limiting exchange of nutrients in the water
column, and effects of internal mixing on nutrient ex'change between deposited sediments and the overlying
water column.
'(c)

Characterization of stratified flows in deep, narrow
(2D) lakes, i.e., problems where hydromechanical behavior
and water quality (density influences) are closely
coupled.

(d)

Examples of interest--destratification.

Influence of major inflows (or outflo...]s) on

vr~rticCll

and longitudinal (or lateral) distribution of water
quality in lake or

ras8rvoi~.
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(e)

Formation of ice cover, both freezing and thawing processes, and its influence on hydromechanical and ecological processes within the impoundment.

(f)

Transfer (or diffusion) of nutrients between
in suspension or at rest near the bottom o!
impoundmeqt and

t~~

oVrfl¥ing

w~ter

sedi~ent

a 4eep

columq.

!

(g)

Type of model pesf ~uite4 to simulati~n ?f ~a~er ~ual
ity processes, i.e., single versus multiparameter models.
; t

The Workshop on Geophysical and Ecological Modeling of peep La~~~
arid Reservoirs, 12-15 December, 1977, (specificatton b¥" ~.Mar~~ f
of sky)
The workshop, as proposed, should address the following
topics:
(a)

Boundary conditions--surface (02' CO 2 , heat transfer
benthal, runoff);

(b)

Thermal stratification--winter regime;

(c)

Numerical methods;

(d)

Water quality--limiting parameter versus total cycle
description--theory and application;

(e)
(f)

.Retention time in stratified lakes;
Field data collection techniques for model verification
and their limitations;

(g)

Pumped storage reservoirs;

(h)

Construction of

(i)

Reservoir systems;

(j)

Reservoir management (selective withdrawal, artificial

re~ervoirs--water quality

constraints;

mixing and oxygenation, pre-and in-reservoir treatment;
(k)

Artificial destratification;

(1)

Lake description and model choice.
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A Possible Task Force Group
This would consider education of decision-makers in the
form of "guidelines" for the use of ecological models.

Thus,

the possible titles "Are BOD-DO Models Enough for Water Quality
Prediction in Lakes and Reservoirs", or "Beyond Streeter Phelps-Water Quality Models of Lakes and Reservoirs" were suggested for
the Task Force Seminars.
Group Members: G.T •.. Orlob, USA (Chairman)
M. Markofsky, FRG (Vice

Chair~an)

E. Bogdanov, Bulgaria
G. Dinelli, Italy
B. Georgiev, Bulgaria
K. Kinnuen, Finland
4.2

Shallow Lakes and Reservoirs (P. Mauersberger)
This report divides into three categories.
Some Characteristic Features of Shallow Lakes
(a)

Shallow lakes are strongly affected by wind and wave
active.

In spite of this fact they may be stratified

at least for short periods.

This has significant con-

sequences for the ecological system.
(b)

Wind is a stochastic "impact" and a primary forcing
function. Wave action is also a stochastic process
and has an important influence on mixing.

(c)

Mass transport processes along the verticle axis are
of great importance, especially for the exchange of
nutrients between the water body and the sediments.

(d)

Binding and movement of nutrients in the sediments
plays an important role in the cycling of matter and
in bioproduction.

The release of nutrients from. sedi-

ments has (significantly through fish at the bottom) a
direct influence on the entire water column.

-

(e)
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The water bodY,and type of sediments may also show
horizontal gradients.

Research Problems
(a)

Hydrodynamics of transport and diffusion processes:
Vertical transport in the water column and across
the water--sediment interface (IIASA is asked if
it can contribute to this research).,

(b)

Ecological modeling:
Evaluation of available data by simple models including sensitivity analysis;
Improvement of measuring methods and improvement
in the volume and quality of data, e.g., data concerning the binding and movement of phosphorus
(research external to IIASA);
Further development of ecological models of (shallow)
lakes taking into account the binding and movement
of nutrients in the sediments.

Case Studies
Representatives of the NMO's of CSSR, GDR, Hungary, Netherlands and UK propose:
to intensify the exchange of preprints, reprints and
reports;
to improve the availability of data;
to organize collaboration through IIASA.
IIASA and its NMO's are enc6uraged to take part in these
activities.
Group Members:

P. Mauersberger, GDR (Chairman)

J. Davis, UK
J. Fischer, Hungary
L. LijkleLld,

:~etherlu.nu3
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4.3

Application of Systems Analysis to Eutrophication Problems
of Rivers, Lakes, and Reservoirs (S.E. J¢rgensen)
The group proposes that IIASA should conduct a study of lake

and

rive~

ecology using well documented case studies for inter-

comparison of diffeient types of eutrophication models.

These

case studies need therefore to establish comprehensive data bases
at IIASA for testing the models.
The data base must be broad enough to ensure adequate verification as well as validation of the models for each case study
and should, if possible, contain a major perturbation of the
system, such as a major effluent discharge, so that the predictive
capability of the models can be assessed.
The models must be transferred to IIASA as working versions
of various documented models.
The project should be carried out by a working group at
IIASA with additional assistance from those Institutes or organizations which provide either data for case studies or working
versions of models.

Such assistance could be realized by short-

terms visits to IIASA.
The aims of this project are:
(a)

To assess the role that system analysis methods can
have in the study of eutrophication;

(b)

To identify the structure of a eutrophication model;

(c)

To assess the degree of model complexity required to
describe the system adequately;

(d)

To assess which methods of systems analysis are most
suitable to icentify the ffiodel mechanisms and to estimate model parameters;

(e)

To provide understanding of the ecological mechanisms
of importance for the eutrophication process;

(f)

To examine the transferability of models:

although a

general model does not exist, it might be possible to
transfer parts of models from one case to

~nother.
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Several members of the working group have expressed that
they are willing to contribute comprehensive data bases as well
as documented models.
The selected case studies should include alpine lakes, rivers,
shallow lakes and reservoirs; and at least some of the case studies
to be considered should not contain spatial variability, since
the available methods of analysis can more easily be developed
in the context of lumped-parameter models.

.

This program
is considered to be of great interest and could
.
be implemented under UNESCO's Man and Biosphere Project 5--Inland
Waters.

Consequently, it

~s

suggested that the International Co-

ordinating Council of "Man and Biosphere" be informed of this
project.

(The next session of this Council was planned for

26 October - 1 November, 1977, in Vienna.)
Group Members:

S.E. J¢rgensen, Denmark (Chairman)
V.J.

Bierman~

US

J. Davis, UK
H. Loffler, Austria
P. Mauersbeger, GDR
S. Rinaldi, Italy
H. Stehfest, FRG
P.G. Whitehead, Australia
4.4

River Systems (M.B. Beck)
As might be expected this summary report is beset with the

problem of delivering a coherent and fair review of the many and
diverse interests which were actively discussed.

A general ob-

servation, however, would be that the Group found it difficult
to establish how its interests and IIASA's

position could be

made compatible wi thin the scop€' of col] ahara L ivL'

S

tuel j (~~;.

summary sets out, therefore, to catalogue the intcre:;ts

'J'h(~

cxprc::;:;(~d

and is concluded by some suggestions for unifying themes.
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Interests
(a)

The discussion commenced with a desire to stress the
similarities between lakes and river systems, particularly so in certain equivalent respects of nutrient
and phytoplankton behavior.

(b)

Part of the group agreed that methods of system ideqtification and parameter estimation should pe app~ied
to well documented case studies.

(c)

Others felt that there was a pres9ing need to clarify
the respective performances of the various river water
quality models before proceeding with increased model
complexity.

Indeed there was the possibility that this

could be done with data made available at the Institute.
(d)

A fourth interest expressed by more than one individual
was the suggestion tbat the "systems" approach eould
be used to analyze the impact of large civil engineering
construction on river basin water quality (specific
examples such as successive impoundment of parts of the
Rhine and Danube were given).

(e)

Several participants thought that real-time operations,
i.e., on-line forecasting and control, were an important facet of potential collaborative projects to be
undertaken in Task 2.

(f)

Although with limited resources only a minimal effort
could be expended in this direction, two participants
remarked upon the lack of general discussion of the
relationships between wastewater treatment and river
water quality.

(g)

Lastly, but by no means the least significant comment..,
we felt that consideration of "philosophical" aspects
of modeling should not be ignored.

l\mong the ,pl.li 10-

sophical aspects we suspect that a trade-off exists
between model complexity and

mo~cl

Qccuracy; we dis-

agreed about the transferability of models from one

-
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system to another; and the opinion was expressed that
stochastic features of mod~ling should receive much
more attention in the

~uture.

Suggestions
Upon
•

within

t~e

+efle~tion
~cneme

mapy of the seven above points tall natur&lly
~

of in-house IIASA studies.

I

However, w+th

I

t

~

re~

spect to collaborative undertakings the most easily accommodated
themes are those relating to model comparisons against the same
field data set [point (c)], and the exchange of ideas about

f~~-

\

damental problems of modeling.
Group Members:

M.B. Beck, UK (Co-Chairman)
S. Rinaldi, Italy (Co-Chairman)
W.J. Grenney, USA
G. Huthmann, FRG
M. Kozak, Hungary
R. Krasnodebski, Poland
N. Matsche, Austria
G. Pinter, Hungary
H. Stehfest, FRG
P.G. Whitehead, Australid

4.5

Hydrothermal Processes and Thermal Pollution (D.R.F. Harleman)
The £ollowing topics were suggested by representatives of

Natronal Member Organizations as areas for future cooperative
research in conjunction with IIASA.
Condenser Water Discharges into a River
Specifically river bank discharges (at various angles relative to the axis of river) in relatively shallow water in which
the thermal plume is expected to be attached to the near river
bank.

Specific problems and possible casc .. studies

mentio[!(~d

were

on the Vistula River in Poland and on rive}s in Czechoslovakia
·\i

and Bulgaria (where additional problems will arise due to future
i,)crcase in river depth and
cf

(~-:-)":mstr~~am

clam

redu~tion

con~3trvcti.n.r.).

of velocity as a consequence

-
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From the conclusions of the Workshop discussions, there are
two potentially useful models under development by other members
of IIASAi namely, VINTRI and TRIMI - models reported by Dinelli,
ENEL (Italy) and Sundermann and Fischer (Hannover, FRG).

These

are 3-dimensional models, incorporating buoyancy effects, but
must be considered as far-field models because of diffic4lties
with the turbulence closure problem related to momentum jet entrainment.

Near-field effects may be treated by experimental

and analytical studies conducted at MIT (Harleman) and Karlsruhe
(Naudascher) .

A Specific Proposal: that a meeting at IIASA be organized
in November 1977 [subsequently hel~ during November, and reported by D.R.F. Harleman)] for interested individuals to initiate
cooperative research, possibly involving periods of residence
at IIASA by representatives of both model developers and users.
Use of Lakes and Reservoirs in Conjunction with Electric
Energy Production
a)

Review state of the art in predicting hydrothermal

effects of waste heat addition to ponds, lakes and impoundments.
This includes criteria for stratification, effects of wind and
internal dikes, surface' heat exchange with elevated temperatures,
and consumptive water use.

Comparison of models developed at

MIT, Novosibirsk and others with field data (e.g., from Commonwealth Edison cooling ponds and Lake Anna) .
b)

Effect of pumped-storage operations with daily cycling

of large inflows and outflows on temperature distribution. and
water quality.
An Italian group is interested in eutrophication due to the
accumulation of nutrients in the case of two artificial lakes
(upper and lower reservoirs) receiving make-up water (to replace
evaporation) from an adjacent river.

otherwise, long-term data

on pumped storage reservoirs, as mentioned by a UK representutive

(J. Davis), may be of interest.

-
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D.R.F. Harleman, USA (Chairman)
G. Abraham, Netherlands
E. Bogdanov, Bulgaria
w. Czernuszenko, Poland
G. Dinelli, Italy
K. fischer, FRG
B. Georgiev, Bulgaria
J. Sundermann, FRG
L. Zahrer, Austria

4.6

Estuaries, Coastal waters, and Inland Seas (R.V. Thomann)
Recommendations for further IIASAActivities
a)

Sediment transport and water quality, including such
topics as transport of nutrients, toxics attached to
sediments, bed-sediment interactions, turbidity motions
(provided the sediment transport itself'is sufficiently
well described).

b)

Effect of treatment on model coefficients; should the
parameters be changed during the investigation?

c)

Mixing behavior of stratified flows, including the
proper modeling of turbulence and dispersion phenomena.

d)

Optimization of total system treatment (including receiving water).

e)

Interaction of water quality and fishery resources,
e.g., the question of migrating species in transition
zones.

f)

Hydrodynamic and water quality models operate normally
within different scales.

Thus how do we convert the fine

grid information on the hydrodynamics to the coarse grid
of quality models?
g)

Cuse studies
o

Criteria for selection of

CQ~cs:

-
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Sufficient, well-documented data base (including
the inputs);
Collaboration possible;
Not too complicated (from the point of view of
geometry);
I

Well-posed problem (with some chance of success).
o

Proposed Areas
The Odra entrance,

,

Near shore zones [in the Baltic(?}];
The Black Sea;
The Mediterranean(?}i
o

Construction of data base at the IIASA(?}.

Other questions to be discussed (but not as subjects for recommendation) are:
Review of water quality management decisions already
made (post audit);
Objective measures for the quality of models;
Which constituents in water quality modeling and why?
Group Members:

R.V. Thomann, USA (Chairman)
G. Abraham, Netherlands
K. Cederwall, Sweden
N. Chlubek, Poland
G. Dinelli, Italy
K. Fischer, FRG

J. Sundermann, FRG
4.7

Water Quality Planning and

Manageme~t

(D.P. Loucks)

There seems to be two general types of water quality models.
One type results from a desire to achieve a more comprehensive
and complete understanding of the physical, biochemical, and ecological processes that take place in water bodies that receive
pot0Dtial pollutants or nutrients.
{
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In our view IIASA should not attempt to uhdcrtake'a major
program in this type of model development (which might be classified as a form of basic research).
The second type of water quality model is oriented toward
planni~g,

managemeQt and/or real-time control.

The

co~~

models are derived from the first type of water quality,
ive model, but are usually simplified versions of them.
,
~

of such

predicF~

In

th~
, ;.

,case of planning models there are variables representing various
management alternatives and their economic and other impacts.
For water quality planning and control the simplest model that
provides the information needed seems to be the best model.

(It

is no accident that most consultants appear to use some form of
the streeter-Phelps model for dissolved oxygen and BOD prediction,
or the rational formula for runoff prediction, since they are
easily understood and do not require extremely expensive data
collection and analysis exercises.)
ciate, for

examp~e,

Can decision-makers appre-

the difference between a miuimum dissolved

oxygen concentration of 4.5 or 3.5 mg/l or a reliability of 90
or 95%?

We suspect not, especially given the impact that insti-

tutional or bureaucratic objectives and future economic and
technologic uncertainties have on the

pl~nning

process.

In our view, IIASA is in an excellent position to make a
contribution in water quality management ,and control modeling,
specifically towards developing experience in assessing the
appropriateness of various models to various planning problems
or situations.

The

be~t

model will depend on the information

needed, which wi.ll differ for different water bodies, on management alternatives
and on possible institutional objectives and
.
'
constraints.

Only through case studies can we learn

mo~e

about

how to predict the appropriate model complexity and how to improve the quality of information derived from models for the
planning process.

We understand IIASA has made contacts with

some organizations in member countries who wish assistance in
using models to help evaluate \l7ater quality management alterna: -.::::; of actual ri\'cr
\ , l'S, ~

3YS".:ern.~.

\';c

contact.s and become inTJolved

i t.1' 1,1<JllniHg.

st:l:cr.~}y
.1.T1

c,~r;c:

urge I li\S l\ tc pur::;ue
~~tudiC',~;

in \1:"1ter' <]1.1,01-

-
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Another significant improvement in the state-of-the-art of
water quality management modeling. could corne from the development
of models that can be used when planning objectives are unknown
at the beginning of the planning process, and change during the
process.

Research is also needed in the combined interactive

use of optimization models for preliminary definition and evaluation of alternatives, and more complex simulation models for more
detailed and precise evaluation.

We believe !IASA could contri-

bute to this needed' systems methodology.
Group Members:

P. Loucks, USA (Chairman)
L. de Mare, Sweden
M.4. Gromiec, Poland.

4.8

Impact of Toxic Pollutants (M.J. Gromiec)
Many water quality constituents are toxic at certain con-'

centrations and interact directly with living components of the
ecological system thus causing death or severe stress to these
components, and limiting the use of water resources.
A state-of-the-art of water quality models for
lutants is in a preliminary state of development.

~oxic

pol-

However, a

few water quality models are currently available for various
toxicants.

In addition, a body of literature exists in the area

of modeling the fate of radioactive substances in the environment.
Also, functions relating toxic pollutant. concentration., type of
exposure, and survival or effect are available from literature
on toxicity and may be incorporated into water quality models.
with growing industrialization and an increasin9 number of
new toxic compounds there is a great need for development of
water quality/ecological system models which could be

Uf;(~d

for

prediction of safety levels and for estoblishemcnt of water
quality criteria.

The area of possible investigations should

include:
a)

heavy metals;

b)

chlorinated hydrocarbons, oils;

-
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insecticides~

c)

pesticides, herbicides, and

d)

new toxic organic compounds together with their biodegradability~

e)

radionucleides.

It is proposed that a small working group be established to clarify
and refine the necessary directions for toxic substance model
development at IIASA.
a)

This group would

review present state of modeling and related models in
water

areas~

b)

determine case study candidates and data bases;

c)

suggest a specific program of model development to' IIASA.

This ,group should complete its work within six months.
Group Members:

M.J. Gromiec, Poland (Chairman)
S.E. J¢rgensen, Denmark
C. von Stempel, FRG
R.V. Thomann, USA.

4.9

Systems Methods in Model Development and Analysis (E. Halfon)
Objective
If one·or more case studies are agreed upcn and a data set

is available, then the members of this group will provide their
expertise in model development and its verification.
Methods
a)

Identification of a black box nonlinear model by the
GMDH (Group Method of Data Handling)

Method~

this will

provide information on the relative influence of the
state variables and thus an estimation of the model
order and structure.
b)

Identification of model structure by stability analysis
and modeling in state

Sp2CC.

-

c)
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Estimation of model parameters; definition of,an ecoLogically valid objective function and the weights to
be used--a corollary of this research might be the verification* of a model.

d)

Other identification methods.

e)

Coordination of research so that the results are ecologically valid; also comparison of results of many
methods on one set of data can produce insight on the
system and help other researchers in model development.

f)

These techniques can also be used in model verification
and ,thus the group can contribute in standardization of'methods for model verification and validation.

Rationale
The fact that the group can work on the same data set implies
that the results can be compared.

Also, each investigator will

be able to contribute to the project from his own institute without loss of continuity.

Fnrther individual or group visits to

IIASA will result in productive research.
If a test case is agreed upon and provided scientists will
be working on this case at IIASA, then collaboration with other
groups could be significant.

In addition, since this group is

interested in methodological (systems) problems, then collaboration with several groups (research projects) can be initiated.
Group Members:

E. Halfon (Chairman)
N. Adachi, Japan
J. de Graan, Netherlands
R. Krasnodebski, Poland
H. Tamura, Japan

*The Group defines verification as a set of tests made to establish that the developed model works as expected.

-
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CONCLUSIONS
In this closing statement on the Workshop it is appropriate

to try and illustrate how the recommendations of the Working Group
discussions are being, or can be, accommodated within the research
activities of the

Institute~

Whep the Workshop was originall¥

conceived, it was seen as an opportunity for gathering

interes~

and participation in the development and application of water
quality models.

Where participation is possible it should clearly

be viewed in the context of oollaborative researoh which both
encompasses and stimulates those studies conducted at Laxenburg
by the in-house, core, research staff.

An oft-quoted criticism

of our research plans is that they address too big a problem (or
problems) with too littl,e manpower.

So if we were to respond to

all the suggestions listed throughout this report we should indeed
be attempting once again to spread our resources too widely over
too large an area of activity.

It is true that global or universal

problems are the subjects of our research plan; yet we recognize
that what can be achieved is no more than the sum total of the
efforts of just a few individuals.

It is also true that we are

not insensitive to the carefully reasoned counsel of the Workshop
discussion and Working ,Group reports - how, therefore, are the
future plans for the Task a response to this advice?

In fact,

the numbe:r- of directions in which this Task, "Models for Environmental Quality Control and Management (Hydrophysical and Ecological Models for Water Quality)", could proceed is remarkable
for its size arid great variety.

The ~ollowing are a sample of

the additional and modified foci of attention which are currently
being drafted into a longer-term (five-year) research plan.
Perhaps most significantly, the Hungarian delegation to the
Institute's Council Meeting of November, 1977, proposed Lake Balaton
as a specific water quality case study in which the objectives
would eventually be to manage the problems of eutrophication
through the application of systems analysis (compare with section
4.3).
.,. -:

The agreement reached between the Hungarian institutions

Tr.JI.~3A

delinc<1tc~s

the fal1cJ'lJing

:J1"C'':IS

fnr

'.;OOP(:'.r:;;tjon:

-

o
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Comparison of existing eutrophication models against
field data for Lake Balaton (compare with section 4.3).

o

Development and application of improved models with
special reference to phosphorus exchange between water
and bottom sediments, to stochastic non-point nutrient
loading, and to wind-induced mixing mechanisms (compare
with section 4.2).

Two case studies from Task 1 of Resources and the Environment, "Regional Water Management", intersect with the topic of
water quality managment (compare with section 4.7).
that a study located in Sweden will

p~rmit

It is hoped

the exploitation of

water quality models at the planning/design phase of management,
while a joint proejct with the Ohre River Board in Czechoslovakia
may call upon the use of water quality models in a real-time operational forecasting and control situation (compare with section
4.4).

Elsewhere, time-series field data available from experi-

I

mental programs in the UK will facilitate the realistic

applica~

tion of system identification and parameter estimation techniques
in model development (compare

wit~

section 4.9).

For the intermediate future a need can be identified for
wurk to be initiated in the area of estuaries and coastal waters
(compare with section 4.6), if the Task is to achieve its objectives for a balanced and comprehensive coverage of case studies
in water quality modeling.

And lastly, as u topic arising nat-

urally from studies of the impact of waste discharges on the
environment, a significant re-orientation of the Task might be
provided by the problem of modeling the movement of toxic substances through aquatic ecosystems (compare with section 4.8).
In any event, the intention to seek advice and participation in
those matters may be clearly stated once again.

We expect that

the ad hoc Working Groups, though not formally constituted, will
be equally responsive.

~I

-
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APPENDIX 1:

WORKSHOP AGENDA

Tuesday,
13 September

10.00

OPENING ADDRESS by Dr. R. Levien,
Director of IIASA.

10.30
-11.15

Overview of IIASA's research on Resources
and Environment, by Prof.

p.

~asilie~r

IIASA.
11.30

State-of-the-Art Review of Mathematical

-12.30

Modeling of Surface Water Impoundments,

by G.T. Orlob.
14.30

A Real-Time Model of the Nitrogen-Cycle
in Estuaries, by D.R.F. Harleman.

15.30
-16.15
16.30
-17.30

An Overview of Modeling and Control of
River Quality, by S. Rinaldi.

Informal Presentations by Workshop
Participant~

representing IIASA National

Member Organizations.
Wednesday,
14 September

09.00

Numerical Models for Hydrothermal Analysis
of Water Bodies, by O. Vasiliev.

09.45
-10.45

The Need for New Directions in Water
Quality Modeling:

The Hazardous Sub-

stances Example, by R.V. Thomann.

11 .00

Studies in France on Water Quality Modeling, by J. Jacquet.

11.45
-12.30

Informal Presentations by Workshop Participants representing IIASA Nutional
Member Organizations.

14.30
-17.30

Ad hoc Working Group Discussions
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Thursday
15 September

09.00

Information on IIASA's State-of-theArt Survey of Water QuaLity ModeLing,
by G.T. Orlob.

09.45

MathematicaL ModeLLing of Water QuaLity;
A Case Study in the U.K., by M.B. Beck.

10.45

Water QuaLity ModeL of Lake Biwa and the
Yodo River

11.15
-12.30

ModeLing

Sys~em,

by N. Adachi.

Activitie~

in Canada, by E.

Halfon.

Water QuaLity ModeLing in Hungary, by
G. Pinter.

AppLication of Water QuaLity ModeLs,
by M. Kozak.

Water QuaLity ModeLing in FinLand, by
K. Kinnuen.

Work in ItaLy on Water QuaLity ProbLems
Arising from IndustriaL PLant EffLuents,
by G. Dinelli.
15.45
-17.30

Review of the Activities in Water QuaLity
ModeLing in FRG, by G. Huthmann.
Water QuaLity ModeLing in CzechosLovakia,
by J. Habrovski.

MathematicaL ModeLing Case Studies in
Utah, by W.J. Grenney.
A Scheme for Optimal Water QuaLity ControL
in a River 8ystem, by R. Krasnodebski.
ModeLing and Identification of River
QuaLity Systemn Using Distributed ~ag
ModeLs, ,by H. Tamura.
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Friday,
16 September

09.00

Lakes~

Water Quality Modeling of

by

S.E. J¢rgensen.

09.30
-12.30

~n

Examples of Water Quality Modeling
,the

GDR~

Water

by P. Mrtuersberger.

Qua~ity

~ake Balaton~

Modeling of

by J. fisper.

Comments on Water Quality Modeling:
Saginaw
Study~

Bay~

Lake

Huran~

as an Example

by V.J. Bierman.

Hydrothermal Studies on Reservoirs Used
for Power Station

Cooling~

by D.R.F.

Harlema"n.

Water Quality Problems and Recent Studies
in

Bulgaria~

by B.V. Georgiev.

Solving the Convection Diffusion Equation
by Means of a Monte Carlo

Method~

by

J. Siindermann.

Water Quality Modeling in

Austria~

by

N. Matsche.

Designing the Model to Suit the Nature
of the Problem and the Field

Data~

by

P.G. Whitehead.
14.30
-16.00

Closing Session:

formulation of con-

clusions and reports from ad hoc Working
Groups.

.

.
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USA
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USA
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USA

R. Reynolds
California Department of Water
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TJSA
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B.V. Georgiev
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Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
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1113 Sofia, Bulgaria
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Burlington, Onta~io, Canada
K. Kinnuen
National Board of Waters
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Helsinki, Finland
J. Niemi
National Board of Waters
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6 Quai Watier
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France
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K. Fischer
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Technical University Hannover
Callinstr. 32, 3000 Hannover, FRG
G. Huthmann
Federal Institute of Hydrology
Kaiserin-Augusta-Anlagen 15-17
D-5400 Koblenz, FRG
M. Markofsky
Institut fUr Hydromechanik
Universitat Karlsruhe
Kaiserstrasse 12, D-75 Karlsruhe, FRG
H. Stehfest
Abteiling fUr Angewandte Systemanalyse
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Postfach 3640, D-7600 Karlsruhe, FRG
C. von stempel
Institut fUr Radiohydrometrie
Ingolstadter Landstr. 1
D-8042.Neuherberg, FRG
J. SUndermann
Institute of Fluid Mechanics
Technical University
Callinstr. 32, 3000 Hannover, FRG

P. Mauersberger
The Academy of Sciences of the GDR
GDR

J. Fischer
;nstitute of Computer Science &nd Automation
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Kende 13-17
H-1052 Budapest XI, Hungary
N. Kozak
Institute of Water Management and Construction
Budapest Technical University
Nucegyet.eoz f93
LH-111 Budapest, Hungary
G. Pinter
Research Centre for Water
Resource Development
Dept. of International Affairs
Hungarian National Water Authority
foe utca 48-50
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G. Dinelli
Aerodynamics and Heat Transfer Office
ENEL - CRTN
Bastioni di Porta Volta 10
20121 Milano, Italy
S. Hinaldi
Centro Teorj.a dei Sistemi
Via Ponsio 34/5
20133 Milano, Italy
H. Tamura
Dept. of Precision Engineering
Osaka University
Yamada-kami, Suita
Osaka 565, Japan
G. Abraham
Waterloopkundig Laboratorium
P.O. Box 177, Delft
Netherlands
J.G. de Graan
Rijksinstituut voor Drinkwatervoorziening
P.O. Box 150, Leidschendam,
Netherlands
L. Lijklema
Afdeling CT
Technische Hogeschool Twente
P.O. Box 217
Enschede, Netherlands
N. Chlubek
Politechnika Szczecinska
ul. Putaskiego 10
70-322 Szczeci~, Poland
W. Czernuszcnko
Institute of Meteorology and Water
ul. Podlesna 61
01-673 Warsaw, Poland

M. Gromiec
Institute of Meteorology and Water Management
ul. Pod lesna 61
01-673 Warsaw, Poland
R. Krasnodebski
Institute of Meteorology and Water Management
Wroclaw, Poland
K.

Ccc1 c~rwall

Hyc!:caulics Department
HO:/<il Insti tut(~ of 'l'pchno logy
F~,~'>

100 !ill Stockholm, Swec1en
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L. de Mare
Dept of Water Resources Engineering
Lund Institute of Technology
Pack
220 07 Lund, Sweden
M.B. Beck
University Engineering Dept.
Control and Management Systems Division
Mill Lane, Cambridge CB2 1RX, UK
J. Davis
Water Research Centre
Medmenham Laboratory
P.O. Box 16, Henley Road
Medmenham, Marlow
Bucks., SL7 2HD, UK
R.J. Richards
Central Water Planning Unit
Dept. of the Environment
Reading, UK
J. Habrovsky
Czechoslovak Centre for the Environment
Bratislava, CSSR
R. Chrast
Czechoslovak Centre for the Environment
Bratislava, CSSR
P.G. Whitehead
Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies
Austrialian National University
P.O. Box 4, Canberra
ACT 2600, Australia
S.E. J¢rgensen
Langkaer Vaenge 9
3500 Vaerl¢se, Copenhagen
Denmark
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A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

While it is by no means complete, this selected bibliography
attempts to provide references to literature which both supports
and amplifies the material of some of the Workshop presentations.
Beck, M.B. (1976), Identification and Parameter Estimation of
Biological Process Models, in G.C. Vansteenkiste, ed.,
Systein Simulation in WateI' ResouI'ces, North-Holland,
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APPENDIX 4:

TERMINOLOGY - SOME EXPLANATIONS

with so many diverse scientific and engineering disciplines
represented at the Workshop it is not surprising that there was
some confusion over the terminology of (water quality) modeling.
The following list of terms and their definitions is given as

.

'

clarification of the terminology generally adhered to in this
report.

Where more than one term is employed for roughly the

same concept this will be indicated by additional words or phrases
in parentheses.
Black Box (input/output, time-series) Model
A black box model of a system assumes no a priori knowledge
of the internal physical, chemical, or biological phenomena that
govern that system's behavior.

For the input/output situation

the model accounts only for wha~ the input disturbance isobserved to do to the output response

(compare with internally-

descriptive model); as an example, we can imagine a black box
model which relates a time-series of in-lake chlorophyll-a
measurements to a time-series of point-source phosphorus loadings.
A black box model is rarely a general description of process
behavior and its validity is usually restricted to the range and
conditions of the experimental data set from which which it is
derived.
Internally Descriptive (mechanistic) 1'10del
As its name suggests, an internally descriptive model exploits much more, if not all, of the a priori information on the
physical, chemical, or biological mechanisms that
behavior.
cap~ble

gov~rn

In this sense an internally descriptiv8 model is

of describing how the input forcing functions

(disturb-

ances) are related to the state and output responses of a
(see also

process

stat~~ variab~~~,

and '!'j..rwar.

ob_?c:~~vuti~ns).

sy~,;IJlrn

Such a Iriodel

is generally capable of universal applicability and has ~n apparent grounding in theory or "the laws of nature".
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Linear Observations
It is mostly assumed that the state of water quality in a
system can be directly, or linearly, measured (in the presence
of an additive kind of random measurement error).

That is to

say, we can measure DO concent+ation and temperatu+e qS the state
of a reach of river; by the same token, this implies that the
output response of the system is straightforwardly the measured
variations in that system's state.

A more complex situation for

model verification arises, however, when the state of the system
is not linearly observed.

For instance, if the state of the

system includes blue-green algae and diatoms as separate states,
and if output response is measured as chlorophyll-a concentration,
then the model predictions of blue-green algae and diatom concentrations will have to be added together and this sum prediction compared with the chlorophyll-a measurement.

To some extent,

therefore, model verification (against field data)

is required

to distinguish between the way that a system behaves and the way
in which that behavior is observed.
Model Order
Not to be confused with the order of a differential equation,
model order is here defined as the number of elements (variables)
in the system's state vector.
Model Structure Identification
A broad definition of model structure identification can be
given as the problem of establishing how the measured system
inputs are

~elated

(matllematicaIJ.y) to the system's state

and how these latter are in turn related both to
to the measured system outputs.

vnriabl~s

the~lsclves

and

Implicit in this dafinition is

the assumption that these relationships are to be identified by
reference to a set of field dG'.ta.

Hodel

str\lct'Jn~ id(?nti;·.iJ.~,-,':ion

is partly concerned with the, Golec tion of the numl)(:r of
vC:trii-)lJles and

I)Clrt~ly c'onc0~rr~C'r1 ~v·;trl

t}"lC

~.~f"J.(-,("~tic)n ()~:

:3 t:"tc

d~.lr!r(~lr}l··i,··.tr:

-
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An example of the latter is discussed in the text (section 2.5,
Bierman):

choosing between the expressions for the multiplica-

tive growth hypothesis and the threshold growth hypothesis is
precisely the problem of model structure identification.

In

short, model structure identification' as a concept is akin to
the problem
of deciding whether to draw a straight line or q
,
'

curve through a set of data.
Parameter (coefficient)
Model parameters are those constants, e.g., reaetation coefficient, maximum specific growth-rate constant, appearing in
the model equations.
Parameter Estimation
Parameter estimation is understood as the use of algorithms
for estimating the model parameter values given a set of in situ
field data for the measured model inputs and outputs.
state (compartment) Variable
These are quatities,

usually functions of both time and

space, such as salinity concentration or temperature, which
characterize the essential properties and behavior of a system.
State Esti'mation
Since all measurements are subject to chance error and since
a system may be disturbed in an unknown or uncertain fashion,
state estimation is the use of algorithms for the provinion of
some "best

II

estimate of the system's state variables.

.Joint ly

with this best estimate, the algorithms also compute a measure
of expected error in that estimate.
state ReconsLruction
Suppose we have a model for nitrification in a river which
:'~_ ~dc1e~; l1lJSS

balances (sLd:.c

C;CjLdtiuilS)

j'ur "L~lc.~~;()in(.?..::~~~ ul1d

-

nitrobacter bacteria.
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state reconstruction is the use of al-

gorithms whereby estimates of nitrosomonas and nitrobacter concentrations can be reconstructed from field measurements of
ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate concentrations.

In other words,

it is the reconstruction of information about state variables
/

which cannot be measured.
System Identification
This is not really a term but a subject- in its own right.
System identification covers all matters which relate to the
derivation of mathematical models from field data, where field
data are assumed usually to be available in the form of timeseries measurements.

System identification thus

emb~aces

model

structure identification, parameter estimation, verification,
and validation, among other topics.
Validation
Validation is the testing of a model's adequate performance,
or otherwise, against two or more independent sets of field data.
Verification (calibration)
Having carried out a model structure identification and a
parameter estimation phase of analysis, verification sets out to
check that the statistical properties of the model fitting errors
are such that there is no further "information" in these errors
which is not attributable to chance or

rando~

behavior.

perhaps, a rather narrow interpretation of verification.

This is,
Sec-

tj_on 4.9, however, gives a slightly broader definition wherehy
verification is understood as a set of tests made to establish
that the model works as expected.

Calibration, on the other 11 'mel,

might best be described as a process which includes both para-meter estimation and verification.
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